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SKEPTIC: How do you know that 
the Bible is really from God and not 
just the writings of mere men?

DEW: Well, high on the list of evi-
dences that the Bible is of Divine 
origin is its incredible record of 
fulfilled prophecy.

SKEPTIC: You believe that the Bible  
is from God just because it contains 
a few obscure predictions that prob-
ably almost anyone could make?

DEW: Hold on. First off, prophecies 
in the Bible are far more prominent 
than obscure. In fact, prophecy con-
stitutes approximately 27% of the 
Bible. That’s 8,352 verses! Only four 
of the Bible’s 66 books do not con-
tain some sort of predictive material.

SKEPTIC: Maybe so. But I’m sure 
that the holy books of every other 
religion also predict the future.

DEW: Actually, that’s not the case. 
Some holy books contain no proph-
ecies at all. In the case of those that 
do, the number, specificity, reach, 
and fulfillment rate of their prophe-
cies do not begin to approach that of 
Bible prophecies. The Bible is truly 
unique in this respect. For instance, 
Muslims may cite about 60 passages 
in the Koran as being prophetic. But 
the ambiguity of those texts (e.g. de-

-ducing industrial age pollu-
tion from Sura 30:41)  
makes them far from 

convincing. Jehovah’s 
Witnesses have 

repeatedly been 
wrong in their 

predictions about 
when the world will 
end (e.g. Watchtower, 

Sep 1, 1922, page 262). Joseph Smith of 
Mormonism was wrong time and again 
in his predictions (e.g. Doctrines and 
Covenants 84:3-5). Vedic prophecies 
and other Hindu-related predictions 
about the future are invariably generic, 
murky, shifting, and thus often even 
debated among Hindu scholars. Such 
is the case with claims that the Vedas 
prophesy that Guru Nanak would hail 
“from the clan of the Veithees.” Many 
sources claim that to be a fact. But they 
provide no specific Koranic reference, 
and at least one swami refutes it. Also, 
the Puranas contain a prophecy about 
how, in Kali Yuga 
(dark times, now!), 
“Quarrels, plague, 
fatal diseases, 
famines, drought, 
and calamities 
appear.” But all 
of those things 
have repeatedly 
occurred through-
out human history. 
Anyone predicting 
the same thing for 
any time might have also been correct.

SKEPTIC: How about Jeane Dixon and 
Nostradamus? They’ve both accurately 
predicted the future, haven’t they?

DEW: Do you consider a fulfillment 
rate of less than 50% to be “accurately 
predicting the future?” Jeanne Dixon 
entirely missed John F. Kennedy’s ass-
assination. She did predict that Jackie 
Kennedy would not remarry—on the 
day before she married Aristotle Onassis! 
She also said that Castro would be 
exiled from Cuba in 1970, and that 
World War III would begin in 1954.

As for the prophecies of Michel de 
Nostradamus—almost without except-
ion, in both his quatrains and alman-
acs, vaguish ambiguities are so perva-
sive and marked as to make “fulfill-
ment” a matter of personal interpre-
tation. Nostradamus himself stated 
that his prophesies were best inter-
preted after the event. Really? How is 
that a mark of supernatural origin?

In Century X, Quatrain 72, he wrote: 
“The year 1999, seventh month, 
From the sky will come a great King 
of Terror: To bring back to life the 
great King of the Mongols, before 
and after Mars to reign by good 
luck.” No one has yet determined 
what that prophecy meant, although 
some actually, incredibly, went so far 
as to even speculate that it may have 
been referring to the death of John F. 
Kennedy, Jr., in a small aircraft off of 
Martha’s Vineyard in July of 1999!

It seems likely that the writings of 
Nostradamus were often the result 
of demonic influence. In a letter to 
his own son, he warns that “reveries” 
and “execrable magic” can “incur 
the soul’s perdition.” Regardless, 
Dr. Norman Geisler says: “Not a 
single prediction of Nostradamus 
has ever proved genuine…”

SKEPTIC: So people shouldn’t try to 
divine the future apart 
from what God has 
revealed in the Bible?

DEW: That’s right. 
In Deuteronomy 18

the Bible warns 
about practicing 

divination, sorcery, 
interpreting omens, 
engaging in witch-
craft, or consulting 
mediums and spir-

itists — among other 
things. It says: “Anyone who practic-
es these things is detestable to the 
Lord.” (vv9-12) Also, the test of a 
true prophet of God in the Bible is a 
100% accuracy rate. (vv21-22) Which 
is why even Christians should never 
try putting words in God’s mouth.
SKEPTIC: You claim that fulfilled 
prophecy proves divine authorship.

DEW: I’m saying that because God 
says it—almost in the form of a dare. 
He makes it the ultimate test of His 
authorship. Read Isaiah 41:21-29.

SKEPTIC: Can you give me some 
good examples of Bible prophecy?

DEW: For starters, check out Micah 
5:2. Or the prophecy about Cyrus in 
Isaiah 45:13, where Cyrus is named 
150 years before he was even born!
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